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IT MISSION SUPPORT

Argus is a Vectrus IT Mission Support solution that produces aggregated sensor, video, and
map data on a single screen. This platform closes gaps in security, operational efficiency, and
time management. Argus helps customers make rapid on-the-spot decisions critical to their
organization’s Common Operating Picture and is easily customizable for each unique mission
and location.
THE CHALLENGE
Vectrus believes that a proper Common Operating Picture includes all critical elements of sustainment and
troop support, as well as infrastructure on, and surrounding, the base. However, today’s comprehensive view
is shown through multiple sensor and video feeds which compete for attention and slow down the decisionmaking process.

THE SOLUTION
Expanding on over 60 years of helping military customers make the best strategic and tactical decisions,
Vectrus has developed Argus, a platform that allows customers to view sensor, video, and map data on a
single screen. Our sensor integration platform has the power to detect threats more quickly and simplifies
internal operating processes.
Our platform has the unique capability to aggregate data, customize user dashboards, and provide
digital storage.
• Aggregates Data. View video feeds, sensor data, maps, and other information systems simultaneously
from the same workspace.
• Customizes Workspaces. A flexible platform allows users to create and customize workspaces to
specific mission-critical data in real time. Create shared workspaces for team visibility, or keep feed
information private.
• Provides Digital Storage. Search stored Digital Video Recorder (DVR) video feeds by date, time, and
tags. Review processes after they occur, and adjust and improve them as needed.

THE BENEFITS

• Enhanced Security. Multiple camera displays in one place facilitate earlier threat detection, keeping your
facility protected.

• Efficient Decision Making. Simple visibility of integrated real-time data enables better educated, faster
•

decision-making.
Cost Effectiveness. Sensor data on equipment eliminates guesswork for repair timelines and optimizes
personnel efficiency. The platform shifts resources from preventive maintenance to predictive maintenance
to support field decisions about force health, installation and building stability, and asset longevity.

EXPERTS IN THE FIELD
Contact Kelly Voci at kelly.voci@vectrus.com and visit https://vectrus.com/who-we-are/solutions to learn
more about launching and customizing Argus in your location.
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